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Welcome to Drilcorp
Drilcorp was established initially to serve the growing demand for Independent Water Supply to the Public and Commercial
Sectors throughout the United Kingdom. Once established, it soon became obvious that the Company could offer a much
broader range of services using the same skills base and before long developed specialist divisions catering for additional
markets encompassing our fundamental offer relating to ‘drilling and borehole related services’.
These divisions are:
2.1 Drilcorp Drilling Services- the original concept which constructs water supply boreholes for all market sectors
ranging from large Commercial and Public Water Supply Companies through to Farms and Domestic Properties. This Division
also caters for clients requiring Large Diameter Reverse Circulation Boreholes and Exploration boreholes to depths up
to 1000mtr.
2.2 Borehole Engineering Services – Generally catering for clients who already own boreholes. Types of services include
Aquifer Testing & Monitoring, Pump Supply & Installation, Borehole Refurbishment & Remediation, Surveys – CCTV &
Deviation, Decommissioning & Abandonment.
2.3 Geotechnical Exploration Services – Caters for markets including Geotechnical Site Investigation, Exploration,
Dewatering & Groundsource. This division generally constructs shallow to medium depth boreholes.
2.4 Hirecorp Services – Hirecorp Services a Division of Drilcorp Ltd has an extensive range of specialist equipment and
machinery available for hire, including our HIAB loading truck the Scania R440 complete with Fassi 270 Crane and
Cheese-wedge Beavertail Trailer. Drilcorp also designed and built a unique fleet of track mounted air compressors
(T,MAC) which it offers for sale and hire. The company also hires high pressure pumps, settlement tanks and specialist
drilling equipment.

Drilcorp has many satisfied clients with whom the Company has developed excellent ongoing relationships.
To ensure that the Company is kept abreast of technology and new developments, Drilcorp is a corporate member of The
British Drilling Association (BDA), The UK Welldrillers Association (WDA), and The National Groundwater Association
(NGWA).
Drilcorp is ISO9001 accredited and maintains integrated systems for Quality, Environmental, Safety & Training (QEST).
The key motivation within the Drilcorp Team is to provide an unrivalled level of service to clients delivering all their needs
in a timely, professional and cost effective manner.

DRILCORP
DRILLING
SERVICES
2.1.1 Introduction
Drilcorp Drilling Services carries out all waterwell related drilling works as well as large diameter and medium to deep
drilling works. Services provided consist of design, construction, development, installation, commissioning and licensing.
2.1.2 Waterwells
Commercial – The growing cost of mains water is having an increasing impact on many high water consumption companies
and annual water bills can reach astronomical figures. In many areas of the UK there are groundwater aquifers less than
100mtr beneath the surface of the earth that can supply ample amounts of good quality water at a fraction of the cost.
Commercial waterwell clients include Public Water Supply Companies, Spring & Mineral Water Companies, Hospitals, Golf
Courses, Breweries, Dairies and many other high water consumption users. A license is required from the Environment
Agency if a borehole abstracts more than 20m³ (20,000lt) of water per day.
Domestic & Farms – Some small volume users are struggling with springs that dry up in the summer months or are on the
end of a mains supply where pressure drops significantly at busy periods. For a relatively small financial layout, an
independent water supply can be life changing giving high pressure, high quality water continuously. No licensing is needed
for a borehole which abstracts less than 20m³ (20,000lt) of water per day.

2.1.3

Exploration – Mineral, Oil & Gas

Drilcorp Drilling Services has over 2km of Geobore ‘S’ wireline equipment and has constructed fully cored mineral
exploration boreholes in excess of 500mtr using high speed rotary drilling methods.
The Company regularly drills boreholes up to 600mtr for coal mine methane gas extraction. This work involves the use of
down-hole motors and directional drilling to target disused mine workings. While working on this type of operation, the
Company acts as ‘operator’ under the Borehole Sites and Operations Regulations 1995.
Drilcorp has carried out works for shallow oil exploration where blow out preventers and gas control equipment is
essential.

2.1.4

Mine Dewatering & Ventilation

Drilcorp Drilling Services operates heavy duty reverse
circulation drilling rigs and constructs large diameter boreholes
(in excess of 1000mm) to dewater mines where rising mine water is
threatening drinking water aquifers. Large diameter boreholes
are also used as ventilation shafts for working mines.
Much of the drilling fleet as well as company compressors are
mounted on tracks and can access difficult terrain causing
minimal damage.
2.1.5 Consultancy

& Troubleshooting

Drilcorp management team has many years of experience around
the world and offers consultancy or troubleshooting services
to clients who are experiencing problems with their borehole or
drilling operations.

BOREHOLE
ENGINEERING
SERVICES

2.2.1 Introduction
The success of the water well drilling operations increasingly led to clients asking Drilcorp to provide additional
services related to water wells eventually prompting management to create a new division of the company dedicated to
non-drilling services. Borehole Engineering Services division was established. This division of the Company has fully trained
engineers dedicated to specialist testing, monitoring, surveying, refurbishment and remediation and decommissioning of
boreholes. The division is also a distributor for borehole equipment and pump manufacturers.

2.2.2 Aquifer

Testing & Monitoring

It is often a requirement to carry out pumping trials on a groundwater abstraction, particularly if it is expected to abstract
in excess of 20m³ of water per day. The reasons behind the trials are to assess whether the abstraction will have any effect
on surrounding bodies of surface water such as streams or ponds. Trials also determine whether the abstraction will have
any derogative effect on surrounding water supply boreholes. Details of the trials are specified by the Environment Agency
and are specific to the site being tested. Test Pumping is quality controlled by BS ISO 14686:2003. Borehole Engineering
Services engineers are fully trained in this discipline and the Company has a fleet of test pumps and ancillary equipment.
Many boreholes are drilled for monitoring purposes to assess whether groundwater levels are fluctuating or whether
water quality is being affected by nearby operations. Borehole Engineering Services has ‘diver’ data loggers for continuous
monitoring as well as discreet sampling equipment and offers clients a regular service to check and report on monitoring
boreholes.
2.2.3 Borehole

Refurbishment & Remediation

Expertly constructed, developed and commissioned boreholes can provide many years of uninterrupted service. However,
just like any other construction, sometimes refurbishment may be required. It is important to occasionally monitor
borehole performance to ensure that any reduction in the amount of water produced or increased pumping costs are noted.
If either of these situations arise, it is likely that the borehole needs refurbishing.
Causes of decreased performance include gradual blockage of the well screen by naturally occurring elements in the
groundwater, iron bacteria build-up or even a worn out submersible pump. Engineers from Borehole Engineering Services
are expert in borehole remediation and will investigate the problem and recommend a solution. This could involve chemical
treatment, scrubbing of the borehole walls, gas injection, or may be as simple as replacing a worn pump.
BES will also advise on any refurbishment required to bring a disused borehole back into production.

2.2.4 Borehole

Surveys – CCTV & Deviation Positioning

CCTV - Borehole Engineering Services offers full colour CCTV surveys and Borehole Deviation Positioning among its
many offers.
A high definition, full colour CCTV survey, can:
Help define the condition of a borehole showing if screens are becoming blocked by the build-up of sludge.
Show the exact position of casing and screen settings as well as the location of strata changes and fracture zones.
Assist in ‘fishing’ operations to recover lost drilling or pumping equipment from boreholes.
Deviation - Boreholes deviate during the drilling process and it is often a requirement to provide information on the exact
location of the completed structure. BES ‘Flexit’ borehole Surveying and Orientation Tool will give information on the
exact location of the borehole at any point providing full path orientation and deviation from top to bottom.

2.2.5 Decommissioning
An old disused borehole can be refurbished and turned into a valuable asset. However if there is no further use for a
borehole, it can be a liability, allowing pollution to contaminate drinking water aquifers and it should be abandoned
professionally.
Abandonment specification is often determined by the Environment Agency and varies from site to site, depending on the
construction of the borehole, strata and aquifers penetrated and subsequent use of the land.
Borehole Engineering Services offers a professional borehole abandonment service ensuring the correct Environment
Agency procedures are carried out, providing written certification that works have been completed to the correct
standards.
2.2.6 Consultancy

& Troubleshooting

Drilcorp management team has many years of experience around the world and offers consultancy or troubleshooting
services to clients who are experiencing problems with their borehole or drilling operations.

2.2.7 Maintenance

Programmes and Business Continuity

Plans
As with any other structure, a borehole may occasionally need maintenance. This could be
due to:
Buildup of iron bacteria which can block the fissures and screens preventing
groundwater from entering the borehole
Natural deposits of mineral within the groundwater can block ssures over time
The submersible pump can become worn and not as ef cient as it should be when new
Our planned maintenance programme could include:
Fitting monitoring devices to the borehole – if these devices are fitted correctly it
may be possible to assess in advance issues in its early stages of failure
Aquifer yield test
Water treatment
Submersible pump, cable, rising main upgrade/replacement Headworks upgrade
CCTV survey
Borehole risk analysis
Chemical and mechanical cleaning
Relining / refurbishment
Borehole abandonment / decommissioning
Rather than wait for a catastrophic failure, our clients see the value of planning routine
maintenance before problems arise. The benefit of planned maintenance is that it can be
scheduled during factory shutdown or a period when water usage is reduced.
On completion of a commercial waterwell contract, Drilcorp will, as a matter of course,
provide a Business Continuity Plan (these docs are mainly supplied at the start of any
works so there is no major cost impact on this). After one year we will offer a renewal of
this plan.

Geotechnical
Exploration
Services

2.3.1 Introduction

Geotechnical Exploration Services (GES) is the division of Drilcorp dedicated to providing high quality professional
drilling, sampling and testing services to the multi-faceted ground investigation sector of the UK drilling market.
We operate throughout the UK with a nationwide client base comprising Geotechnical Consultants as well as
specialist Exploration, Groundsource and Dewatering contractors, Government Authorities and many more.
We own a fleet of drilling rigs comprising Rotary, Cable Percussion and Dynamic Probing machines as well as a wide
range of associated in-hole drilling and sampling equipment.
We have an assortment of specialist equipment including our unique remote controlled track mounted compressors,
CCTV surveying equipment’ Verticality surveying tool and a range of packers.
We run four control systems within the Company known as QEST (Quality, Environmental, Safety and Training) and
have detailed written policies for each system ensuring that everyone within the Company is aware and compliant with
all of our procedures.

We hold the following Accreditations and Memberships;
ISO 9001
Achilles UVDB
FORS Bronze
CHAS
Safe Contractor
Constructionline
SMAS
All SSIP Schemes
Constructing Better Health
Occupational Health Medical Screening.
Member of The British Drilling association
Member of Welldrillers Association
Member of The National Groundwater
Association
Member of The International Association of
Hydrogeologists
Our operators are NVQ Level 2 in Land Drilling qualified
as well as having certification from Drilcorp’s
comprehensive in-house training system.
The key motivation within the GES team is to provide an
unrivalled level of service to Clients delivering all their
needs in a timely, professional and cost effective manner.
Our Clients receive typed daily drilling reports
electronically every morning for the previous day’s
operations (communications permitting).

2.3.2 Rotary

Drilling

Rotary drilling methods can penetrate all forms of strata from loose superficial deposits to very hard bedrock. There
are many varied drilling techniques to cater for different types of strata. A flushing medium is needed to clear the drill
cuttings, lubricate the drill bit and in some instances to stabilise collapsing strata. Flushing mediums may be; air; air mist;
foam; water and various mud/polymers.
GES has a fleet of rotary top drive drilling rigs mounted on both truck and tracks. All rigs are fully certified and comply
with LOLER and PUWER regulations and are appropriately guarded according to guidelines. Our machines are regularly
serviced in our well-equipped workshops and all maintenance records are kept digitally.
The drilling fleet has a hoisting capacity ranging between 4000kg and 12000 kg and is able to drill vertical as well as
inclined boreholes up to 300mm diameter.
Our compact rubber tracked rigs ensure that we can access restricted locations and move over sensitive terrain while
causing minimal surface damage.
While able to carry out the full range of drilling, testing and sampling procedures we are particularly specialised in
Geobor S coring and have completed fully cored boreholes up to 500mtr depth.
Our operators are NVQ Level 2 in Land Drilling qualified and also hold in-house Company certification that they are fully
trained and competent to operate our machines.

2.3.3 Cable

Percussion

Cable Percussion, often referred to as ‘Shell and Auger’ is a regularly used drilling
technique in the Geotechnical Investigation industry mainly for penetrating and
sampling superficial deposits and into weathered bedrock.
GES has Dando 2000 drilling rigs and associated equipment sizes 150mm; 200mm; 250mm;
300mm diameters. A broad range of in-hole drilling tools ensure that we are able to
carry out all of the drilling, testing and sampling procedures needed in Geotechnical
Investigations.
Our operators are NVQ Level 2 in Land Drilling qualified and also hold in-house
Company certification that they are fully trained and competent to operate our
machines.
2.3.4 Dynamic

Probing

At GES we carry out this operation with our Premier Compact 110 Series Dynamic
Probing/Soil Sampling Drilling Rig. This machine is a self-contained, percussive
probing/sampling rig mounted on a remote controlled purpose built rubber tracked
undercarriage. The drop-hammer head can be quickly removed allowing a rotary top
drive head to be fitted thus allowing the machine to be used for rotary drilling.
Typical applications include;
In-situ penetration testing to BS EN ISO 22476-3 in the form of Dynamic
Probe Heavy (DPH), Dynamic Probe Super Heavy (DPSH) and Standard
Penetration Testing (SPT).
Installing and extracting soil sampling tubes from 40mm – 130mm.
Installing Piezometers for groundwater or gas monitoring.

Checking the ground improvement following dynamic compaction,
vibro-compaction or rolled backfill.
Geological Mapping.
Locating voids, mine workings and obstructions.
Diamond coring through concrete surfaces to investigate slab and
structural failure.
To establish the depth required for subsequent piping operations.
Our operators are NVQ Level 2 in Land Drilling qualified and also hold in-house
Company certification that they are fully trained and competent to operate our
machines.
2.3.5 In-Hole

Drilling Equipment

We own a broad range of drilling equipment including;
Rotary – Geobor S wireline coring systems, conventional coring systems (many sizes),
simultaneous casing systems, down-the-hole-hammers, tricones, PDC bits, flight augers,
hollow stem augers, full range of casings 100mm – 300mm.
Cable Percussion – casing systems – 150mm; 200mm; 250mm and 300mm, full range of
shells (bailers), clay cutters, chisels, SPT, CPT, U100 sampling equipment
Dynamic Sampling – Full range of sampling and probing equipment.

2.3.6 Verticality

and Borehole Alignment

It is often a contractual requirement to survey a borehole during construction to
prove verticality.
Our Flexit Tool will give the exact location of a borehole at any depth as well as
full path orientation and deviation over the full length of the borehole.
It also measures temperature within the borehole.
Our engineers will visit your site and survey your borehole giving immediate results
on a plotted graph.
2.3.7 Borehole

Packers

A Packer is an inflatable device used to isolate a segment of a borehole.
‘Packer-Testing’ (often referred to as Lugeon Testing) refers to hydraulic tests
facilitated by
the use of a Packer to determine hydraulic conductivity of a particular section of
strata and is
often specified in geotechnical investigation contracts.
GES has a selection of packers and associated equipment able to test boreholes up
to 300mm diameter.

2.3.8 Market

Sectors

Some particular market sectors where GES carries out work;

Geotechnical
Site
Investigation

Expoloration

Lightning
Conductor

Groundsource

Environmental
Investigation

Dewatering

Contaminated
Land
Assessment

Mining

Civil
Engineering and
Construction

HIRECORP
SERVICES

2.4.1

Introduction

Drilcorp Plant Hire has a range of specialist equipment in its hire fleet including tracked compressors, high pressure
positive displacement water pumps, circulation tanks and settlement systems.
2.4.2 TMAC
The Company has designed and developed a range of T, MAC self-propelled track mounted air compressors for sale or hire.
T, MAC features rubber tracks and is specially designed to minimise damage to delicate site surfaces. The units are highly
manoeuvrable in restricted built-up areas and provide an ability to reach locations on even the most difficult terrains.

Quickly loaded and unloaded onto transport. Quickly positioned on site in restricted areas. Quickly
moved over difficult terrain.
T, MAC is self-propelled, on tracks and powered by the compressors diesel engine.

Improves site safety
T, MAC is a major advancement in site safety. The operator stands clear while the remote controls move
the unit.

Minimal damage to site
T, MAC has rubber coated vulcanised steel tracks. Low ground pressure preserves soft ground and the
rubber coating ensures tarmac and roadway are not damaged.

Cuts cost of additional equipment
Not only has T, MAC eliminated the need for lifting and on site towing equipment, it will actually tow other
equipment.
Environmentally friendly
T, MAC complies with EEC noise regulations. Electronic engine management ensures fuel economy and
minimal carbon emissions.

Reliable
All components of T, MAC have a long history of reliability. The Ingersoll-Rand diesel powered air
compressor was chosen for this reason. Special reliability-enhancing features are incorporated: e.g. an
in-line primary fuel/water separator, a secondary fuel filter, and low fuel shutdown to eliminate engine
bleeding and pump and injector damage.

Clients
Drilcorp enjoys an excellent
working relationship in varying
disciplines including:-

UK Water Companies
Mineral Water Companies
Civil Engineering Contractors
Environment Agency
Scottish Environmental Protection Agency
British Geological Survey
National Environmental Research Council
Universities
Coal Authority
Oil & Gas Companies
Geotechnical Consultants
Groundsource Consultants
Dewatering Companies
Tunnelling/Pipeline Contractors
Mines
Quarries

Memberships & Accreditations
As part of Drilcorp’s drive for continuous improvement and market development we maintain membership and close links
with a number of industry related associations. This helps ensure we are kept up to date with the latest technology,
best practice and any forthcoming quality, environmental, safety and training requirements.

British Drilling Association
The Well Drillers Association
National Groundwater Association
International Association of Hydrogeologists
Chas
Constructionline
Safecontractor
Achilles
ISO 9001
Costructing Better Health

QEST (Quality, Environmental,
Safety & Training)

Drilcorp maintains integrated Quality, Environmental, Safety &
Training systems and has a dedicated full time QEST manager.
Company policy statements are available on request.

Insurances
Drilcorp holds the following insurance covers

Employers Liability

£ 15million

Public Liability

£ 10million

Contractors All Risks

£ 1million – any one
contract site
£ 500,000 – any one item

Professional Indemnity

£ 1million

Key Contacts
Drilcorp Drilling Services

Borehole Engineering Services
Mike Bushby
Contracts Manager

Email info@drilcorp.com
Tel 0191 5273970

Email Michael.bushby@borehole-engineering.com
Tel 0191 5273970

Geotechnical Exploration Services
Scott Burt
Contracts Manager
Email scott.burt@drilcorp.com

Hirecorp Services
Scott Gowans
Operations Director
Email scott@drilcorp.com
Tel 0191 5273970

Tel 0191 5273970

Business Services Director
Kirsty Gowans
Email kirsty@drilcorp.com
Tel 0191 5273970
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Kinley Hill Farm
Hawthorn
Seaham
SR7 8SW
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